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Highlights

•

We use a residual bootstrap method to quantify uncertainty in annual NEE sums.

•

We evaluate the degree to which model errors confound random measurement 

errors.

•

Annual NEE uncertainty from gap-filling is greater than random uncertainty.

•

Our approach provides better NEE estimates for longer, and more frequent, 

gaps.

Abstract

High-frequency eddy-covariance measurements of net ecosystem CO2 exchange (NEE)

with the atmosphere are valuable resources for model parameterization, calibration, and

validation. However, uncertainties in measured data, i.e., data gaps and inherent 

random errors, create problems for researchers attempting to quantify uncertainties in 

model projections of terrestrial ecosystem carbon cycling. Here, we demonstrate that a 

model-data fusion method (residual bootstrap) produces defensible annual NEE sums, 

through mimicking the behavior of random errors, filling missing values, and simulating 

gap-filling biases. This study estimated annual NEE sums for 53 site-years based on 

nine eddy-covariance tower sites in the USA, and found that our annual estimates were,

in most cases, comparable in magnitude with those obtained from AmeriFlux gap-filled 

data. Additionally, compared to the AmeriFlux standardized gap-filling, our approach 

provides better NEE estimates for moderate to longer, and more frequent, data gaps. 

Annual accumulated uncertainties in NEE at the 95% confidence level were 

±30 gC m−2 year−1 for evergreen needleleaf forests; ±60 gC m−2 year−1 for deciduous 
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broadleaf forests; and ±80 gC m−2 year−1 for croplands. The residual bootstrap performed

worst when gap length was greater than one month or data exclusion greater than 90% 

during the growing season, common to other gap-filling techniques. However, this study 

produced robust results for most site years when monthly data coverage during the 

growing season is not extremely low. We therefore suggest that the inclusion of NEE 

uncertainty estimates and better estimation for moderate to longer, and more frequent, 

data gaps as provided by the residual bootstrap approach can be beneficial for 

ecosystem model evaluation.
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1. Introduction

Despite progress in developing terrestrial ecosystem models over the past several 

decades, there is still very limited knowledge of the performance skills of these process 

models (Schwalm et al., 2010, Keenan et al., 2012, Luo et al., 2012). In order to 

evaluate and improve performance of terrestrial ecosystem models, more attention 

needs to be placed on validation against observations. Eddy covariance observations of

ecosystem-atmosphere CO2 exchanges are essential for evaluating dynamics of model 

predicted fluxes because these net ecosystem exchange (NEE) measurements are on a

continuous basis of typical 30-min averaging intervals (Falge et al., 2001, Baldocchi, 

2003). However, recent studies have revealed that data uncertainty is a systematic 

cause of the low agreement between model predictions and observations (Schwalm et 

al., 2010, Dietze et al., 2011, Keenan et al., 2012). Many of the observational flux 

datasets used to develop and test ecosystem models are subject to systematic and 

random measurement errors, which weaken the quality of data and complicate model 

evaluation (Baldocchi, 2003, Hollinger and Richardson, 2005). Therefore, knowing the 

makeup of uncertainty in observed data is a prerequisite to quantifying the performance 

of ecosystem process models.
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In the eddy covariance technique, uncertainties of flux measurements can be roughly 

categorized into systematic and random errors. Systematic errors often occur under 

stable, low-wind conditions at night due to insufficient turbulence mixing and are 

notoriously difficult to quantify (Lee, 1998, Loescher et al., 2006). The most common 

solution to these types of systematic errors is data filtering and data filling. Friction 

velocity (u*) filtering has been developed to reject suspicious NEE measurements 

when u* falls below a critical threshold (Gu et al., 2005, Barr et al., 2013b), and then 

data gaps created by u* thresholds are filled using various gap-filling methods (Falge et 

al., 2001, Moffat et al., 2007). In addition, instrument failures and data quality controls 

(Foken and Wichura, 1996, Mahrt, 1998) result in further gaps in the data record. In 

general, data coverage over the course of a year is only ∼65% (Falge et al., 2001). 

Consequently, these extensive, non-random data gaps are a major source of bias in 

estimating the magnitude of NEE integrals at various timescales, ranging from hours 

and years. Further, data gaps pose a challenge to quantitatively assess how well 

terrestrial ecosystem models simulate the processes governing NEE, i.e., gross primary

production (GPP) and ecosystem respiration (RE). Because GPP and RE estimates rely

only on a small amount of reliable nocturnal NEE measurements and are likely to be 

biased, they in turn complicate the ecosystem model validation (Reichstein et al., 

2005, Desai et al., 2008).

Apart from data gaps, random errors are inherent in flux measurements at non-gap time

points. Random errors are stochastic and include turbulence sampling errors, statistical 

errors associated with time-varying flux footprints, and errors relevant to the 

measurement equipment, among others (Moncrieff et al., 1996). To characterize this 

type of data uncertainty, Hollinger and Richardson (2005) compared two adjacent tower 

measurement series in an evergreen needleleaf forest and found that random 

measurement errors were double-exponentially distributed with zero means and 

heteroscedastic variances. This heteroscedasticity depended on the flux magnitude, 

which varied in time, i.e., flux uncertainty was greater during the growing season than 

dormant season and greater in the daytime than nighttime. Therefore, these findings 

suggest that when not account for, this heteroscedastic random uncertainty has the 

potential to undermine model-measurement intercomparisons. Although Dietze et al. 

(2011) added artificial double-exponential errors to ecosystem synthetic data for the 

purpose of assessing model-measurement mismatch, it is unclear from the study 

of Hollinger and Richardson (2005) to what extent the application of the distribution 

parameter estimates is appropriate at other sites. In subsequent work, Richardson et al.

(2008) used model residuals (mismatches between observed and modeled fluxes) 
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directly to quantify the uncertainty distribution characteristics of a number of 

CarboEurope sites. However, their residuals did not reflect the nature of flux random 

errors (as could be inferred from Monte Carlo simulations) and were closely tied to an 

underlying model structure.

Due to a lack of two adjacent tower measurement series for most sites, Monte Carlo 

simulations, in conjunction with model residuals, have been used to resolve the problem

of estimating uncertainty due to the random nature of any individual NEE observation. 

Also, when model residuals are resampled and added back to the model output, gap-

free flux datasets can be constructed so that uncertainty in sums of flux estimates can 

be quantified at various timescales (Hagen et al., 2006, Stauch et al., 2008). 

Conceptually, this method requires a good model to give reasonable residuals, so that 

the resampled residuals reflect the behavior of the true measurement random errors 

even though residuals do not have mean zero (Hardle and Bowman, 1988). In this 

context, Hagen et al. (2006) and Stauch et al. (2008) used empirical models under the 

Monte Carlo framework. Although these empirical models are closely tuned to the data, 

their model parameters are tied to “non-gap-point” data and they in turn exert less 

capacity for extrapolation at gap points. The resampled residuals may therefore not 

reflect the behavior of random errors at gap points.

In this paper, rather than using empirical models, we used process models to separate 

residuals from NEE observations, for several reasons. First, process models contain 

useful prior functional constrains about ecosystem NEE fluxes and maintain mechanistic

consistency in gap and non-gap predictions. Second, although process models exhibit 

persistent bias at certain times of year, they generally can adequately capture the 

diurnal cycle (Schwalm et al., 2010, Dietze et al., 2011, Stoy et al., 2013). Because our 

approach does not require mean zero residuals, resampled residuals have the potential 

to mirror the behavior of measurement random errors. Third, the gulf between process-

based and empirical approaches to predicting NEE fluxes may be bridged by the use of 

process model-data fusion. Because little agreement on model performance metrics 

exists to separate “good” and “bad” process models (Gleckler et al., 2008, Reichler and 

Kim, 2008, Luo et al., 2012), using multi-model ensemble means has been advocated 

because ensemble means generally provide more reliable information than any single 

model by alleviating individual model bias (Cantelaube and Terres, 2005, Thomson et 

al., 2006, Schwalm et al., 2010).

The goal of this study is to quantify data uncertainty, in association with random 

measurement errors and gap-filling errors, from eddy covariance measurements at nine 

sites spanning three vegetation types. We applied a Monte Carlo approach (residual 
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bootstrap) to simulate multiple runs of gap-free NEE time series, and hence, estimates 

the mean NEE response at each point in time (pseudo data). To evaluate the degree to 

which process model errors confound random measurement errors, we differenced 

posterior residuals from eddy covariance observations and pseudo data in line with non-

gap points. Having evaluated the confounded effect, we assessed the performance of 

residual bootstrap simulations at timescales longer than the measurement time intervals

to ensure consistent error propagation. Finally, we inferred the annual NEE sum with 

uncertainty limits, for the purpose of assessing the consequence of random errors and 

gap-filling errors in long-term measurements.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Observed and modeled NEE data

All eddy covariance data used were obtained from the AmeriFlux network 

(http://public.ornl.gov/ameriflux/). The obtained 30-min NEE values had been processed

using a standardized protocol, including storage correction, spike removal, u* filtering 

(Gu et al., 2005), and gap-filling using marginal distribution sampling (MDS; Reichstein 

et al., 2005) or artificial neural network (ANN; Papale and Valentini, 2003). The valid 

NEE observations (non-gap data) had data coverage ranging between 30% and 70% 

over the course of a year (Table 1).

Table 1. Sites and models used for the uncertainty analysis.

Site ID Biomea Yearsb Nongapc(%) Models

ArgoIBIS CanIBIS CLMCN CLMBGC
CNCLAS
S

ECOSY
S

ED2 ISOLSM

US-Ho1 ENF 00–04 56.2 x x x x x x

US-Me2 ENF 02–07 44.2 x x x x x x

US-NR1 ENF 00–07 56.4 x x x x x

US-Ha1 DBF 00–06 28.8 x x x x x x

US-
MMS

DBF 00–06 59.2 x x x x x

US-
UMB

DBF 00–06 41.2 x x x x x x

US-Ne1 CRO 01–06 67.1 x x x x x

US-Ne2 CRO 01–06 62.6 x x x x

US-Ne3 CRO 01–06 67.9 x x x x x

a
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Biome codes: ENF: evergreen needleaf forest; DBF: deciduous broadleaf forest; CRO: 

cropland. b Data used for US-Ne1, US-Ne2, and US-Ne3: June 2001–May 2006. c Data coverage 

over the course of a year on average.

Mean model ensemble (mean simulated value across all models) data were analyzed 

from 15 ecosystem models (Table 1): 13 models obtained through the NACP (North 

American Carbon Program) interim site synthesis model output (Barr et al., 

2013a, Ricciuto et al., 2013), and two versions of the Community Land Model 

(Lawrence et al., 2011, Koven et al., 2013, Tang and Riley, 2013). Modeled NEE fluxes 

were model-specific runs using standardized meteorological data, soil types, and 

management history. Meteorological data, such as air temperature, precipitation, solar 

radiation, and humidity, were gap-filled using National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA) meteorological station data and Daymet reanalysis products 

following Ricciuto et al. (2009). Locally observed values of soil texture and management

history by model simulations were given by the AmeriFlux BADM templates (Law et al., 

2008). All models were simulated at a 30- or 60-min step using the standardized 

meteorological data as driving variables (http://nacp.ornl.gov/mast-

dc/docs/Site_Synthesis_Protocol_v7.pdf).

Concerning the interannual variation in NEE provided by Monte Carlo simulations, we 

selected sites in the AmeriFlux network across the U.S. with at least five years of data 

collected between 2000 and 2007 and at least nine model outputs, with plant functional 

types that were represented by at least three sites. This resulted in nine eddy 

covariance sites spanning 53 site-years. Of these sites, three were characterized as 

evergreen needleleaf forest (US-Ho1, US-Me2, and US-NR1), three as deciduous 

broadleaf forest (US-Ha1, US-MMS, and US-UMB), and three as cropland (US-Ne1, 

US-Ne2, and US-Ne3). For the evergreen needleleaf sites, US-Ho1 and US-Me2 were 

temperate evergreen forest, and US-NR1 was subalpine conifer forest. Three cropland 

sites were subject to crop management: US-Ne1 was irrigated continuous maize site; 

US-Ne2 was irrigated maize-soybean rotation site; US-Ne3 was rainfed maize-soybean 

rotation site (Verma et al., 2005).

2.2. Residual bootstrap simulations: gap-free NEE time series

The non-gap NEE observation yˆs,t was assumed to be comprised of a true flux ys,t and 

a measurement error ϵs,t i.e., yˆs,t=ys,t+ϵs,t for each site s at time point t. If a perfect 

model exactly predicted the true flux, i.e., ms,t=ys,t where ms,t is the perfect model 

prediction, then an imperfect model might predict a flux mˆs,t with some model 
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error δs,t i.e., mˆs,t=ms,t+δs,t. Therefore, through applying multi-model ensemble 

means mˆs,t, we estimated residuals ϵˆs,t from non-gap NEE observations yˆs,t as:

(1)ϵˆs,t=yˆs,t−mˆs,t=(ys,t+ϵs,t)−(ms,t+δs,t)=ϵs,t+δs,t

Having specified mˆs,t and ϵˆs,t from the observed flux yˆs,t, the observations played no 

further role in residual bootstrap simulations. In our approach, the residuals ϵˆs,t were 

sampled with replacement and added back to the ensemble mean time series mˆs,t to 

create alternate realizations of true NEE time series. In this case, we simulated 1000 

alternate realizations, which were used to quantify NEE uncertainty through evaluation 

of statistics associated with a distribution of realizations. The details for residual 

bootstrap simulations are given below. For the ith realization (i = 1, 2, …, 1000), a new 

observation yi,s,t′* was defined after the resampled residual ϵi,s,t′* was added:

(2)yi,s,t′*=mˆs,t′+ϵi,s,t′*

where s identifies the site, and t′ identifies any predicted time point, including non-gap 

and gap time points. Further, in order to better retain the distributional characteristics of 

random measurement errors with time and the magnitude of flux, i.e., 

heteroscedasticity, we divided the entire yearly residual dataset into 2 × 3 individual bins

accounting for the growing (May–October) and dormant (November–April) seasons with

three categories of total incident solar radiation (defined as x ≤ 0, 0 < x ≤ 400, 

and x > 400 W m−2, respectively). We sampled ϵi,s,t′*from the correct bin of estimated 

residuals {ϵˆs,t}j, where j = 1, 2, …, 6 denotes the specified bin. Then, through applying 

the distribution-free method (Iman and Conover, 1982), we permuted {ϵi,s,t′*}j based on 

the dependence of {ϵˆs,t}j on {mˆs,t}j to pair ϵi,s,t′* and mˆs,t′for obtaining yi,s,t′*, which 

preserved a desired correlation structure between ϵˆs,t and mˆs,te.g., the data for the 

year of 2002: Table 2). Then the ith realization {yi,s,t′*} represented a potential complete 

NEE time series, and every time point in the time series had 1000 bootstrap-predicted 

values from 1000 realizations. The random deviation from the mean response of each 

NEE flux was estimated from these 1000 bootstrap-predicted values (e.g., Table 3). The

mean response at a point on time was also estimated as “a pseudo datum” in gap-free 

NEE time series.

Table 2. Kendall’s tau (τ) coefficients for diagnosing model structure in relationship between ensemble 

means and the corresponding residuals.

Site ID Dormant season (November–April) in 2002 Growing season (May–October) in 2002

x* ≤ 0 0 < x ≤ 400 x > 400 x ≤ 0 0 < x ≤ 400 x > 400

US-Ho1 0.008 −0.288 −0.206 −0.045 0.198 0.334

US-Me2 −0.149 −0.615 −0.625 −0.154 −0.112 −0.033
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Site ID Dormant season (November–April) in 2002 Growing season (May–October) in 2002

x* ≤ 0 0 < x ≤ 400 x > 400 x ≤ 0 0 < x ≤ 400 x > 400

US-NR1 −0.228 −0.504 −0.391 0.195 0.067 0.204

US-Ha1 −0.207 −0.321 0.211 0.225 0.238 0.198

US-MMS −0.001 0.100 0.324 0.318 0.198 0.220

US-UMB −0.182 −0.549 −0.399 −0.051 −0.150 −0.013

US-Ne1 −0.350 −0.549 −0.619 0.028 −0.506 0.122

US-Ne2 −0.362 −0.419 −0.517 −0.052 −0.202 0.401

US-Ne3 −0.224 −0.499 −0.355 −0.150 −0.198 0.413

*

Total incident solar radiation as x ≤ 0, 0 < x ≤ 400, and x > 400 W m−2.

Table 3. Mean standard deviation of simulated random errors for a NEE flux at a point in time.

Site ID Dormant season (November–April) in 2002 Growing season (May–October) in 2002

x* ≤ 0 0 < x ≤ 400 x > 400 x ≤ 0 0 < x ≤ 400 x > 400

US-Ho1 0.56 1.21 2.13 2.86 3.09 3.68

US-Me2 0.93 1.65 2.48 1.55 2.25 2.86

US-NR1 0.66 0.86 1.29 1.32 2.16 2.81

US-Ha1 1.41 1.56 2.02 2.86 3.86 6.32

US-MMS 0.80 1.12 1.38 1.76 4.35 5.79

US-UMB 0.64 0.91 1.09 1.70 3.29 5.90

US-Ne1 0.79 1.43 1.65 3.91 4.78 11.97

US-Ne2 0.71 0.90 1.04 3.21 3.21 5.44

US-Ne3 1.11 1.03 1.17 2.52 3.18 4.56

*

Total incident solar radiation as x ≤ 0, 0 < x ≤ 400, and x > 400 W m−2.

2.3. Analysis of pseudo data

To evaluate the degree to which process-model structural errors confound random 

measurement errors, we differenced posterior residuals from eddy covariance 

observations and pseudo data in line with non-gap points, and grouped posterior 

residuals based on our 2 × 3 residual categories for each site-year. Then, we measured 

Kendall’s tau and plotted histograms of residuals to assess whether any systematic 

pattern existed between pseudo data and posterior residuals. The Kendall’s tau (τ) is a 

nonparametric statistical correlation coefficient (Higgins, 2004). If τ is close to zero, then

posterior residuals should not contain significant predictive information (model structural
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errors) from pseudo data. In contrast, if |τ| is close to one, then pseudo data should 

contain influential model structural errors and could leak such explanatory information to

posterior residuals. The histogram of residuals was used to ensure that the posterior 

residuals’ properties were comparable to those of random errors, i.e., heteroscedastic 

variance and distributions with central peak at zero and heavy tails. Note that non-gap 

data were used here and only coincident pseudo data were taken into account.

2.4. Validation: monthly and annual non-gap NEE means

To investigate the performance of residual bootstrap simulations at timescales longer 

than the measurement time intervals, we examined the accumulation of uncertainty in 

monthly and annual NEE measurements. In this analysis, the observed data were 

assumed to be the best representation of the true NEE fluxes available, although these 

observations contained uncertainty. For non-gap points, we averaged 30- or 60-min flux 

values onto monthly and annual scales for the observed data and 1000 realizations, 

respectively. Then we computed the correlation coefficient (R2) and the root mean 

squared errors (RMSE) as measures of simulation performance.

2.5. Uncertainty in annual NEE estimates

For the purpose of assessing the consequence of random errors and gap-filling-related 

errors in long-term measurements, we constructed 95% confidence intervals as a 

measure of the accuracy of annual NEE estimates, with error bounds in the form of ±2 

RMSE. In this analysis, the RMSE, which contains both variance and bias terms, could 

not be directly measured because its estimation requires both complete time series of 

NEE simulations and measurements. The variance term could be directly derived from 

the variability of the 1000 realizations. In contrast, the annual bias was not a direct 

measure of the difference between bootstrap-mean and observed sums, due to the 

existence of gaps in the real dataset. To quantify this potential bias introduced by data 

exclusion, we directed our analysis on simulating the available 30- or 60-min biases 

onto an annual scale. Because the operation of bootstrapping described in 

Section 2.2 was identical between non-gap and gap points, biases at gap-filled points 

were expected to be analogous to those at non-gap points. The text below described 

the simulation for annual bias estimation:

(1)

At each non-gap point, the bias for the 1000 realizations and the observation was

estimated.

(2)

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0168192315000891?via%3Dihub#sec0020


The yearly dataset of 30- or 60-min biases was divided into 2 × 3 subsets, similar

to the bootstrap sampling scheme, accounting for the growing and dormant 

seasons with three categories of total incident solar radiation.

(3)

A new dataset was created by resampling biases from each subset on a yearly 

basis (a total of 8760 or 17520 resampled biases).

(4)

An annual bias was calculated by aggregating resampled biases from (3).

(5)

Steps 3 and 4 were repeated 1000 times.

(6)

The quantiles for 95% bootstrap intervals were produced using the empirical 

distribution of the 1000 annual biases. Then, the maximum of absolute values of 

these two quantiles was used to compute the RMSE.

3. Results

3.1. Posterior residual analysis for pseudo data

Posterior residuals and pseudo data were weakly correlated or uncorrelated, with 

pairwise Kendall’s correlation coefficients close to zero |τ| = 0 (e.g., the data in the year 

of 2002: Table 4). Compared to the prior residuals (residuals derived from ensemble 

means), we noted that the deficiency existing in ensemble means was largely reduced 

across all sites under our Monte Carlo framework (Table 2 vs. Table 4). In the analysis 

of posterior residuals’ properties, the grouped probability distributions had central peaks 

at zero and heavy tails, and hence the appearance was more non-normal for all sites. 

Furthermore, for the evergreen forest sites, these non-normal distributions 

approximated a double exponential distribution type (e.g., the data of US-Ho1 in 

2002: Fig. 1). Fig. 1 also revealed that posterior residuals were roughly in proportion to 

the magnitude of the observed flux. For example, the residual variability was smaller 

during the dormant season than the growing season (Fig. 1a–c vs. Fig. 1d–f), and at 

night than in the daytime (Fig. 1a vs. b and c; Fig. 1d vs. e and f). In general, our 

posterior residuals’ statistical properties were in agreement with the observed flux 
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measurement uncertainty (Hollinger and Richardson, 2005), and pseudo data did not 

have evident structural errors confounded with random measurement errors.

Table 4. Kendall’s tau (τ) coefficients for diagnosing model structure in relationship between pseudo data 

(bootstrap mean estimates) and the corresponding residuals.

Site ID Dormant season (November–April) in 2002 Growing season (May–October) in 2002

x* ≤ 0 0 < x ≤ 400 x > 400 x ≤ 0 0 < x ≤ 400 x > 400

US-Ho1 0.001 −0.015 −0.043 0.015 −0.012 0.000

US-Me2 −0.011 0.044 −0.176 0.021 0.000 0.000

US-NR1 −0.122 −0.066 −0.027 0.018 −0.020 0.016

US-Ha1 −0.011 −0.107 0.002 −0.066 −0.014 0.000

US-MMS 0.000 −0.008 0.004 −0.013 −0.008 0.004

US-UMB −0.024 −0.039 −0.109 0.003 −0.012 0.000

US-Ne1 −0.011 0.044 −0.176 0.021 0.000 0.000

US-Ne2 −0.014 −0.220 −0.225 −0.021 −0.065 −0.036

US-Ne3 −0.063 −0.039 −0.101 −0.022 −0.051 0.014

*

Total incident solar radiation as x ≤ 0, 0 < x ≤ 400, and x > 400 W m−2.
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1. Download full-size image

Fig. 1. Histograms of residuals from pseudo data at US-Ho1 in 2002, in the association 
with total incident solar radiation (defined as x ≤ 0, 0 < x ≤ 400, and x > 400 W m−2, 
respectively) in the dormant (November–April) and growing (May–October) seasons: 
(a) x ≤ 0 in the dormant season, (b) 0 < x ≤ 400 in the dormant season, 
(c) x >  400 W m−2 in the dormant season, (d) x ≤ 0 in the growing season, (e) 
0 < x ≤ 400 in the growing season, and (f) x > 400 W m−2 in the growing season.

3.2. Validation: monthly and annual averaged non-gap fluxes

Our simulation approach validated reasonably well using the aggregated non-gap data. 

Monthly NEE flux averages were estimated by aggregating each of the 1000 simulated 

non-gap time series to the monthly scale. The monthly simulated and observed flux 
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averages were distributed along the 1:1 line with all R2 > 0.90, and 80% of the month-

sites had the RMSE ≤ 1 μmol m−2 s−1 (Fig. 2). At this scale, the mean difference between 

the simulated and observed flux averages (bias) exerted a much stronger influence on 

the RMSE value, primarily due to the unbalanced observation size between months 

across the sampling season, the growing season especially. For example, monthly data 

coverage of 32% (May), 0% (June), 8% (July), 0% (August), 14% (September), and 4% 

(October) applied to the growing season of US-Ha1 in 2005 caused biases in bootstrap 

NEE of −2.1, NA, 1.5, NA, 3.0, and 2.7 μmol m−2 s−1, respectively. In contrast, at the 

annual scale, the expected value of the simulated flux average bias was an unbiased 

estimate of the observed, and 98% of the site-years had the RMSE ≤ 0.1 μmol m−2 s−1 on

the order of 1–5% (Fig. 3). Therefore, our simulation method was robust and preserved 

the information of accumulated uncertainty.
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1. Download full-size image

Fig. 2. Comparisons of monthly flux averages at non-gap points between simulated and 
measured fluxes: (a1) US-Ho1; (a2) US-Me2; (a3) US-NR1; (b1) US-Ha1; (b2) US-
MMS; (b3) US-UMB; (c1) US-Ne1; (c2) US-Ne2; (c3) US-Ne3. Error bars represent 
±RMSE.

1. Download full-size image

Fig. 3. Comparisons of annual flux averages at non-gap points between simulated and 
measured fluxes for 53 site-years. Error bars represent ±RMSE.

3.3. Uncertainty in annual NEE estimates

Building on the validity of our monthly and annual results from non-gap-filled coincident 

NEE measurements, we sought to identify each ecosystem’s NEE using 95% 

confidence intervals for annual sums (Fig. 4). The intervals of 95% uncertainty bounds 

for annual NEE sums at a site varied only slightly among years. Our uncertainty 

estimates in annual NEE sums at the 95% confidence level (±2 RMSE) were roughly 

±30 gC m−2 year−1 (±10%) for evergreen needleleaf forests; ±60 gC  m−2 year−1 (±20%) for

deciduous broadleaf forests; and ±80 gC m−2 year−1 (±20%) for croplands (Table 5). Our 

results agreed with AmeriFlux gap-filled estimates about 70% of the time for MDS and 

72% of the time for ANN, respectively (Fig. 4). Furthermore, our simulation method was 
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able to characterize interannual patterns comparable to most of the MDS and ANN 

estimates. For all forest ecosystem sites other than US-NR1, the magnitude of 

interannual variability (1 SD) was roughly 20–30% of the mean flux (50–

120 gC m−2 year−1; Table 6). The subalpine conifer forest ecosystem of US-NR1 

approximated to a carbon equilibrium with an interannual variability of 20 gC m−2 year−1. 

For croplands, interannual variability was 140–360 gC m−2 year−1 (up to 100% of the 

mean flux) primarily due to crop management practices, e.g., crop rotation and water 

availability (Verma et al., 2005).
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Fig. 4. Estimates of annual NEE sums based on bootstrap results and AmeriFlux gap-
filled data (marginal distribution sampling and artificial neural network): (a1) US-Ho1; 
(a2) US-Me2; (a3) US-NR1; (b1) US-Ha1; (b2) US-MMS; (b3) US-UMB; (c1) US-Ne1; 
(c2) US-Ne2; (c3) US-Ne3. The gray area represents the 95% confidence interval for 
the annual sum.

Table 5. Annual uncertainties in NEE sums reflected by RMSE, which incorporates both random error (1 

SD) and gap-filling-related error (bias: 95% confidence intervals).

Site ID Annual uncertainty (gC m−2 year−1)

SD Bias RMSE

US-Ho1 7 0 ± 14 15

US-Me2 7 0 ± 12 14

US-NR1 5 0 ± 10 11

US-Ha1 14 0 ± 24 28

US-MMS 17 1 ± 33 37

US-UMB 11 0 ± 24 27

US-Ne1 22 1 ± 41 46

US-Ne2 18 0 ± 32 37

US-Ne3 18 0 ± 31 36

Table 6. Interannual variability (1 SD) in annual NEE sums. Mean of annual sums (mean) and mean 

annual error (RMSE) in annual sums are also given for reference.

Site ID Annual NEE sums (gC m−2 year−1)

Mean SD RMSE

US-Ho1 −314 57 15

US-Me2 −519 118 14

US-NR1 −23 19 11

US-Ha1 −315 107 28

US-MMS −378 72 37

US-UMB −213 49 27

US-Ne1 −411 144 46

US-Ne2 −352 360 37

US-Ne3 −371 322 36

4. Discussion

4.1. Appropriateness of bootstrap sampling scheme
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The process model-data fusion (residual bootstrap) method reflects the random nature 

of the flux observation from half-hourly to annual scales. We demonstrate that the 

impact of random errors on flux measurements could be reduced to a value within 1–5%

because random errors partly compensate during time integration. At the 30- or 60-min 

scale, eddy covariance measurements are frequently (about 95% of time) within the 

95% confidence intervals of flux data, and most measurements have a relatively large 

proportion of random error with standard deviation of >1 μmol m−2 s−1 (Table 3). At the 

monthly scale, the random variability is reduced to a value of ≤1 μmol m−2 s−1 for most 

month-sites (Fig. 2). As for the annual scale, the effect of random error becomes small 

relative to the half-hourly measurement (Fig. 3). The result of mimicking the behavior of 

random errors provides a solid foundation for implementing a process model-data fusion

method in assessing the accumulated uncertainty in annual NEE sums (gap-free).

4.2. Error bounds on the annual NEE sum

The analysis presented here demonstrates a total random uncertainty at the 95% 

confidence intervals in (measured + filled) NEE of ±30 gC m−2 year−1 for evergreen 

needleleaf forests; ±60 gC m−2 year−1 for deciduous broadleaf forests; and 

±80 gC m−2 year−1 for croplands. The different widths of the confidence intervals for the 

annual accumulated random uncertainty are relevant to the site-specific nature of 

random errors at the 30- or 60-min level. For example, the crops sites have largest 

random errors at the high-frequency level; the deciduous forest sites second; and the 

evergreen forest sites third (Table 3). Our uncertainty estimates are generally 

comparable in magnitude to results from several other groups. Richardson and 

Hollinger (2005) reported 95% confidence limits in annual sums at the US-Ho1 

evergreen forest of ±25 gC m−2 year−1 and Richardson and Hollinger (2007)±25–

42 gC m−2 year−1 during 1996–2004. Goulden et al. (1996) put 90% confidence limits of 

−80 to +30 gC m−2 year−1 on the annual NEE at the US-Ha1 deciduous forest. Other 

studies at other sites also attempted to estimate uncertainty limits for the annual NEE as

followings: ±40 gC m−2 year−1 for a deciduous broadleaf forest by Lee et al. (1999); and 

±170–180 gC m−2 year−1 (Anthoni et al., 1999), ±20–140 gC m−2 year−1 (Griffis et al., 

2003), and ±30 gC m−2 year−1 (Morgenstern et al., 2004) for several coniferous forests.

4.3. Potential gap-filling effects on annual NEE sums

Although the residual bootstrap method provides unbiased estimates for non-gap 

annual averages (Fig. 3), the accuracy of its application to gap filling depends on the 

pre-treatment of the data used for filling gaps, particularly when the choice of 
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the u* threshold filter is made to remove nighttime NEE measurement deficits. Thus, 

annual NEE estimates might suffer from gap filling effects as NEE time series have 

fractional data exclusions. In this study, potential biases introduced by data gaps are 

considered, and the effect on annual sums is 0 ± 10 − 40 gC m−2 year−1 at the 95% 

confidence level, up to two times larger than the random errors (Table 5). This estimate 

is comparable in magnitude to the u*-threshold-related uncertainty in annual NEE 

(−18 ± 49 gC m−2 year−1: median ± inter-quartile range) reported by Barr et al. (2013b), 

and the effects of gap filling on annual sums (±25 gC m−2 year−1: ±2 SD) associated with 

the AmeriFlux standardized gap-filling methods (Moffat et al., 2007).

Although our estimates of annual sums generally are consistent with those obtained 

from the AmeriFlux gap-filled data, most years of US-Ha1, especially, do not have 

compatible annual sums from residual bootstrap and AmeriFlux standardized gap filling 

(MDS and ANN), compared to the other site-years (Fig. 4). A likely explanation is that 

different filling strategies work differently in response to long gaps, which generally 

degrade the performance of gap filling (Richardson and Hollinger, 2007). Although the 

MDS and ANN methods make use of meteorological data to fill gaps, their filled values 

only depend on the available NEE data (Papale and Valentini, 2003, Reichstein et al., 

2005). When datasets contain long or many gaps, the parameterization of these filling 

algorithms would shift toward a local condition and may produce large bias in the annual

sum (Falge et al., 2001, Moffat et al., 2007), such as occurred at US-Ha1 in 2003. As for

the residual bootstrap approach, instead of the available data, residuals combine with 

ensemble means to fill gaps, which enhances the capacity for extrapolation. However, 

when long gaps prevail and result in insufficient residual sample size, the residual 

bootstrap would also give large bias in the annual sum. For example, examination of the

observed data for the US-Ha1 in 2005 shows that the growing-season months of June–

October have extreme fractional data exclusions (>90%) and the impact on the annual 

sum is large compared to the other years. On the other hand, the annual NEE at this 

site-year made by the MDS and ANN might also not be reliable due to extremely low 

observed NEE density. Overall, we contend that annual sums of NEE we estimate here 

are confirmed by those obtained from the AmeriFlux standardized gap-filling methods. 

When annual sums of NEE obtained from different gap-filling methods are not 

compatible with each other, we recommend further data examination (e.g., fractional 

data exclusion for nighttime/daytime and growing/dormant season) to ensure the 

applicability of each gap-filling strategy.

5. Summary and conclusion
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This study estimated annual NEE sums for 53 site-years based on nine eddy-

covariance tower sites in the USA. We used a model-data fusion method to bracket the 

range of likely annual NEE sums, through mimicking the behavior of random errors, 

filling missing values, and simulating potential biases introduced by gap filling. This 

method shows good performance of R2 and RMSE and good annual sum reliability, 

which can be recommended as a tool for estimating uncertainty in eddy-covariance 

data. Uncertainties in annual NEE sums are ±30 gC m−2 year−1 (±10%) for evergreen 

needleleaf forests; ±60 gC m−2 year−1(±20%) for deciduous broadleaf forests; and 

±80 gC m−2 year−1 (±20%) for croplands at the 95% confidence level. Our results indicate

that the uncertainty due to gap-filling is greater than the random measurement 

uncertainty. However, we caution that long gaps or extreme fractional data exclusions 

pose an additional challenge in assessing the gap-filling effect on annual sums, which is

a common problem to all gap-filling techniques and difficult to quantify due to its non-

random distribution.
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